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Reactor Antineutrino Origin

Fission of heavy isotopes ➔ Produce neutron-rich fission daughters
Neutron-rich fission daughters undergo β decays ➔  ’s
Reactors: intense well-understood? source of pure  ’s

• The strongest human-made source of neutrinos
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“Free” source of  ’s 
Fission of four main isotopes: 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 
241Pu (>99.7% of ’s)
Fuel composition evolves with burn-up
Few GWth power ( )

ν̄e

ν̄e

2 × 1020 ν̄e/s/GWth

Commercial vs. Research Reactors
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Commercial low-enriched uranium 
(LEU)-fueled rectors

Research highly-enriched uranium 
(HEU)-fueled rectors

Almost only fission of 235U (>99% of ’s)
50-100 MWth power
Compact - detectors can be placed very close

ν̄e
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ment into the reactor core, defined as

burn-up⌘ W ·D
MU in

, (2)

where W is the average power of the fuel element, D
is the days since the fuel element begins to burn in the
core, and MU in is the initial uranium mass of the fuel
element. The unit of burn-up is MW · day · tonU

�1. A
similar quantity, cycle burn-up, is used to describe the
aging of the whole reactor core in a refueling cycle. Cycle
burn-up can also be calculated using Eq. 2, where W , D,
and MU in in this case represent the total nuclear power
of the reactor core, the days since the beginning of the
refueling cycle, and the initial uranium mass of all the
fuel elements in the reactor core.
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Fig. 3. An example of the reactor core map of fuel
elements with di↵erent burn-up (unit: GW ·day ·
ton�1) shown in color scale at the end of a refu-
eling cycle.

In reactors, electron antineutrinos are emitted pri-
marily from the fissions of four isotopes: 235U, 238U,
239Pu, and 241Pu. Fissions of other isotopes contribute
less than 0.3%. Fissions of 238U are only induced by
fast neutrons, while fissions of the other three isotopes
are mainly induced by thermal neutrons. Fresh fuel el-
ements contain only uranium isotopes. The plutonium
isotopes are gradually generated through neutron cap-
tures on 238U and subsequent neutron captures and beta
decays of its successor isotopes.

Fuel evolution is a dynamic process related to many
factors such as power, neutron flux, fuel composition,
type and position of fuel elements, and boron concentra-
tion. For safe operation of the reactors, NPPs do cal-
culations and simulations of the fuel evolution in every

refueling cycle by considering all of the factors above.
These detailed simulations are performed by validated
and licensed commercial software. The simulation pack-
age used by the Daya Bay NPP is SCIENCE, which
was developed by CEA, France. It uses the APOLLO2
code [40] as the core component. The simulation results
are provided to the Daya Bay collaboration in a table
which uses cycle burn-up as the index. The fission frac-
tions are provided by the simulation in the form of fi(�),
where fi is the fission fraction of isotope i, and � is the
cycle burn-up. Figure 4 shows an example of the fission
fraction evolution as a function of cycle burn-up within
a refueling cycle [41].
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Fig. 4. Fission fractions of isotopes in reactor core
D1 as a function of cycle burn-up from a simula-
tion of a complete refueling cycle. Other isotopes
contribute less than 0.3%.

The APOLLO2 code is widely used for cross section
generation and neutron transport calculations in com-
mercial reactor cores. It adopts rigorous methodology
for its validation, including comparison with the refer-
ence calculation using the same nuclear data libraries,
and with the experimental measurements [40]. Measure-
ments of spent fuel isotopic content were made and com-
pared with the results calculated using the APOLLO2
code [42]. The comparison shows that the measurement-
model deviations are less than 5%. Therefore, the uncer-
tainty of the calculated fission fraction is conservatively
estimated to be 5% for each isotope.

The NPPs also provide 3D core simulation results for
di↵erent burn-up stages, which enable an investigation
of the spatial distribution of the antineutrino production
inside the core. The reactor can be considered as a point
source of ⌫̄e for the Daya Bay experiment because the fuel
elements are symmetrically arranged in the reactor core
as shown in Fig 3. The relative di↵erence between treat-
ing the reactor as a point source and as a finite source is
negligible and the variation of the e↵ective fission center
in the reactor is estimated to be 2 cm horizontally. The
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Antineutrino energy [MeV]
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Reactor Antineutrino Detection

Most experiments utilize scintillator as a target (both liquid and plastic)
Primary detection via inverse beta decay (IBD):  

• Temporal and spatial correlation of prompt and delayed signal greatly suppresses the background

• Prompt signal energy related to incident antineutrino energy:  

ν̄e + p → e+ + n

Eprompt ≈ Eν̄e
− 0.78 MeV
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Prompt positron signal

Delayed neutron 
capture signal

(nH, nGd, nLi, etc.)
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Reactor Antineutrino Oscillation
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FIG. 2. The measured prompt-energy spectra of EH1, EH2 and EH3 with the best-fit and no-oscillation curves superimposed
in the upper panels. The shape of the backgrounds are apparent in the spectra with a logarithmic ordinate shown in the insets.
The lower panels shows the ratio of the observed spectrum to the predicted no-oscillations distribution. The error bars are
statistical.

FIG. 3. Measured disappearance probability as a function of
the ratio of the e↵ective baseline Le↵ to the mean antineutrino
energy hE⌫ei.

measurements of reactor ⌫e disappearance by RENO [26]422

and Double Chooz [27, 28] as well as electron neutrino423

and antineutrino appearance measurements by T2K [5].424

Daya Bay’s measured �m2
32 is consistent with the re-425

sults of NOvA [4], T2K [5], MINOS/MINOS+ [29], Ice-426

Cube [30] and SuperK [31] that were obtained with muon427

(anti)neutrino disappearance. The agreement in sin22✓13428

and�m2
32 between Daya Bay measurements using ⌫e and429

the muon neutrino and antineutrino determinations pro-430

vides strong support of the three-neutrino paradigm.431

To conclude, we have presented a new determination of432

sin22✓13 with a precision of 2.8% and the mass-squared433

di↵erences reaching a precision of 2.3%. The reported434

sin22✓13 will likely remain the most precise measurement435

of ✓13 in the foreseeable future and be crucial to the in-436

vestigation of CP -violation in neutrino oscillation.437
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KamLAND

Medium oscillation
Spectacular piece of history 

from KamLAND

Fast oscillation @ Daya Bay, 
DC, RENO (this talk)

Access to θ12, θ13, Δm221, Δm232 (Δm231) oscillation parameters

Independent of θ23 and δCP

Reactor   “survival” probability:ν̄e

Neutrino2022
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Reactor Antineutrino Oscillation
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Access to θ12, θ13, Δm221, Δm232 (Δm231) oscillation parameters

Independent of θ23 and δCP

Reactor   “survival” probability:ν̄e
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The θ13 Mixing Angle - Gift of Three Kings

Three experiments designed to determine θ13 

Similar design - near&far layered underground detectors with Gd doping  
at <2 km distance from powerful reactors
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Daya Bay

17.4 GWth

Near
2×2×20 t

Far
4×20 t

Double Chooz RENO

8.5 GWth
16.8 GWth

Far
8 t

Near
8 t

Near
16 t

Far
16 t

Power
[GWth]

GdLS mass  
Near, Far [t]

Distance Near, 
Far [m]

Overburden
[mwe] Operation

Daya Bay 17.4 2×2×20, 4×20 365&490, 1650 250, 860 2011-2020

Double Chooz 16.8 8, 8 400, 1050 120, 300 2011-2017

RENO 8.5 16, 16 290, 1380 120, 450 2011-now

Iso-flux configuration!

RENO

Daya Bay
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Strategy to Precise Determination of θ13

Relative comparison of the measurement in the near and far detectors ➔ greatly suppresses the 
systematic uncertainties - most of the flux prediction and the absolute detection efficiency 
uncertainties cancel out (shown in Dr. Wang’s talk)
Large identically-designed detectors ➔ reduces the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties
Optimized baseline to maximize  
the oscillation effect
Utilize powerful reactor complexes
Place detectors underground
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2) High statistics: powerful nuclear reactors, big detectors, long run-time  
1) Baseline optimization 

3) Reduction of systematic errors: 
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(ii) Reactor-related: relative near-far measurements

4) Background reduction: use of water shield and veto 

largest uncertainty in 
previous measurements 

Keys to a Precise Measurement of θ13

All of these features make Daya Bay a powerful experiment that can 

measure θ13 very precisely and also make a strong impact in other areas
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Recent Results

Excellent agreement with 3ν framework
sin22θ13 with world-leading 2.8% 
precision
The best value for foreseeable future
Important for experiments searching for 
CP violation 
|Δm232| with 2.3% precision, comparable 
to accelerator neutrino experiments
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PRL 121, 241805 (2018) 

sin2 2θ13 = 0.0856 ± 0.0029

2022-06-01 NEUTRINO 2022 (K.K. Joo) 8

Measurement of 𝚫𝐦𝐞𝐞
𝟐 and s𝐢𝐧𝟐𝟐𝜽𝟏𝟑 (n-Gd)

Energy-dependent  
disappearance of reactor 
antineutrinos

8

(± 7.0 %)

(± 4.4 %)

sin22𝜃13 = 0.0892±0.0044 stat. ±0.0045(sys.)

Δ𝑚𝑒𝑒
2 = 2.74±0.10(stat.)±0.06(sys.)(×10−3eV2)

<2900 days>

Preliminary

Preliminary
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FIG. 2. The measured prompt-energy spectra of EH1, EH2 and EH3 with the best-fit and no-oscillation curves superimposed
in the upper panels. The shape of the backgrounds are apparent in the spectra with a logarithmic ordinate shown in the insets.
The lower panels shows the ratio of the observed spectrum to the predicted no-oscillations distribution. The error bars are
statistical.

FIG. 3. Measured disappearance probability as a function of
the ratio of the e↵ective baseline Le↵ to the mean antineutrino
energy hE⌫ei.

measurements of reactor ⌫e disappearance by RENO [26]422

and Double Chooz [27, 28] as well as electron neutrino423

and antineutrino appearance measurements by T2K [5].424

Daya Bay’s measured �m2
32 is consistent with the re-425

sults of NOvA [4], T2K [5], MINOS/MINOS+ [29], Ice-426

Cube [30] and SuperK [31] that were obtained with muon427

(anti)neutrino disappearance. The agreement in sin22✓13428

and�m2
32 between Daya Bay measurements using ⌫e and429

the muon neutrino and antineutrino determinations pro-430

vides strong support of the three-neutrino paradigm.431

To conclude, we have presented a new determination of432

sin22✓13 with a precision of 2.8% and the mass-squared433

di↵erences reaching a precision of 2.3%. The reported434

sin22✓13 will likely remain the most precise measurement435

of ✓13 in the foreseeable future and be crucial to the in-436

vestigation of CP -violation in neutrino oscillation.437
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TABLE I. Summary of IBD signal and background. Rates are corrected for the muon veto and multiplicity selection e�ciencies
"µ ⇥ "m. The sum of the fast neutron and muon-x background rates is reported as “Fast n + muon-x”. The AD numbering
scheme reflects the time order of AD fabrication and deployment.

EH1 EH2 EH3
AD1 AD2 AD3 AD8 AD4 AD5 AD6 AD7

⌫e candidates 794335 1442475 1328301 1216593 194949 195369 193334 180762
DAQ live time (days) 1535.111 2686.110 2689.880 2502.816 2689.156 2689.156 2689.156 2501.531

"µ ⇥ "m 0.7743 0.7716 0.8127 0.8105 0.9514 0.9514 0.9512 0.9513
Accidentals (day�1) 7.11± 0.01 6.76± 0.01 5.00± 0.00 4.85± 0.01 0.80± 0.00 0.77± 0.00 0.79± 0.00 0.66± 0.00

Fast n + muon-x (day�1) 0.83± 0.17 0.96± 0.19 0.56± 0.11 0.56± 0.11 0.05± 0.01 0.05± 0.01 0.05± 0.01 0.05± 0.01
9Li/8He (AD�1 day�1) 2.97± 0.53 2.09± 0.36 0.25± 0.03

241Am-13C (day�1) 0.16± 0.07 0.13± 0.06 0.12± 0.05 0.11± 0.05 0.04± 0.02 0.04± 0.02 0.04± 0.02 0.03± 0.01
13C(↵, n)16O (day�1) 0.08± 0.04 0.06± 0.03 0.04± 0.02 0.06± 0.03 0.04± 0.02 0.04± 0.02 0.03± 0.02 0.04± 0.02

⌫e rate (day�1) 657.11± 0.94 685.09± 0.81 599.83± 0.65 592.07± 0.67 75.03± 0.18 75.22± 0.18 74.42± 0.18 74.94± 0.18

the baseline and number of protons into account. Fur-368

thermore, no significant deviation in the spectral distri-369

butions among the ADs in the same experimental hall370

was found.371

We extracted the oscillation parameters using the sur-372

vival probability of three-flavor oscillation given by373

P = 1� cos4✓13sin
22✓12sin

2�21374

�sin22✓13
�
cos2✓12sin

2�31 + sin2✓12sin
2�32

�
(1)375

where �ij = 1.267�m2
ijL/E with �m2

ij in eV2, L is376

the baseline in meters between an AD and a reactor core377

and E is the energy of the ⌫e in MeV. We used sin2✓12 =378

0.307± 0.013 and �m2
21 = (7.53± 0.18)⇥ 10�5 eV2 [2].379

Alternatively, for short baselines of a few kilometers, the380

survival probability can be parametrized as381

P = 1� cos4✓13sin
22✓12sin

2�21 � sin22✓13sin
2�ee.(2)382

Here, the e↵ective mass-squared di↵erence �m2
ee is re-383

lated to the wavelength of the oscillation observed at384

Daya Bay, and is independent of the choice of neutrino385

mass ordering as well as the value and uncertainty of the386

mixing angle ✓12 [15].387

We adopted fitting Method B reported in Ref. [15] to388

extract the oscillation parameters. The fit minimized a389

�2 function defined as [20]:390

�2(✓13,�m2,⌫) = �2
stat(✓13,�m2,⌫) + �2

syst(⌫) (3)391

where �2
stat is the standard statistical term that compares392

all the measured background-subtracted prompt-energy393

spectra with the predictions. For each period of opera-394

tion, the spectrum of each AD was divided into 26 bins.395

The predictions were derived from the calculated reactor396

⌫e flux, survival probability, IBD cross section [22] and397

detector response obtained with a detailed Geant4-based398

simulation [23–25]. The term �2
syst(⌫) contains the de-399

tector and background systematic uncertainties as pulls400

of the nuisance parameters expressed as a vector ⌫.401

Figure 1 shows the covariance contours in the �m2
ee-402

sin22✓13 space. The best-fit point with �2/ndf = 559/518403

yields sin22✓13 = 0.0853± 0.0024, and �m2
32 = (2.454±404

0.057) ⇥ 10�3 eV2 for the normal mass hierarchy or405

�m2
32 = �(2.559 ± 0.057) ⇥ 10�3 eV2 for the inverted406

mass hierarchy. Using Eq. 2, we obtained sin22✓13 =407

0.0852± 0.0024 and �m2
ee = (2.507± 0.057)⇥ 10�3 eV2

408

with the same reduced-�2 value. Results determined409

with the other fitting methods described in Ref. [15] were410

consistent to <0.2 standard deviations.411

FIG. 1. Error ellipses in the �m2
ee-sin

22✓13 space with the
best-fit point indicated. The error bars display the one-
dimensional one-standard deviation confidence intervals. The
colored contours correspond to one, two, and three standard
deviations. The ��2 distributions are also shown. These one-
dimensional distributions were obtained by determining the
smallest ��2 value after scanning through �m2

ee (sin22✓13 )
for a given sin22✓13 (�m2

ee ).

The best-fit prompt-energy distribution is in excellent412

agreement with the observed spectra in each experimen-413

tal hall, as shown in Fig. 2.414

Figure 3 depicts the normalized signal rate of the three415

halls as a function of Le↵/hE⌫ei with the best-fit curve416

superimposed, where Le↵ and hE⌫ei are the e↵ective base-417

line and average ⌫e energy, respectively. The oscillation418

pattern related to ✓13 is unambiguous.419420

The present result on sin22✓13 is consistent with other421

Double Chooz
 sin2 2θ13 = 0.102 ± 0.004 ± 0.011

RENO

 sin2 2θ13 = 0.0892 ± 0.0044 ± 0.0045
Δm2

ee = (2.74 ± 0.10 ± 0.06) eV2

Neutrino2022

Neutrino2022

~Δm232
~sin22θ13

                 Daya Bay       

 
sin2 2θ13 = 0.0853 ± 0.0024

Δm2
32 = + (2.454 ± 0.057) eV2

Δm2
32 = − (2.559 ± 0.057) eV2

Normal ordering
Inverted ordering

χ2/ndf = 559/518

Neutrino2020
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Global Comparison
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Prediction of the Reactor   Emissionν̄e

Two methods to predict the reactor   flux and its spectra shape

Ab-initio (summation) method:

• Sum spectra of each decay branch of all fission fragments based on 
nuclear databases

• More than 6000 branches, not all sufficiently covered in the databases

• Reliable uncertainty hard to estimate - e.g. summation model 
SM2018† model does not come with one

Conversion method:

• Electron spectra from decays of thermal neutron-induced fission 
fragments converted to   spectrum

• Performed at ILL in 80s & 90s

• Uncertainty of few % with e.g. widely used  
Huber and Mueller et al.‡ (HM) model

ν̄e

ν̄e
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Calculated electron spectra (solid blue [gray] line) following the thermal fission of (a) 235U, (b) 239Pu, and (c) 241Pu
and (d) the fast fission of 238U compared with the high-resolution data from ILL [25] as well as the recently published data for 238U [26]
(black squares). The thin gray lines indicate the individual ! spectrum from each fission fragment, Ii(E"), and thick lines highlight the 20 most
important individual contributors at 5.5 MeV.

The beauty of the summation method is that the individual
effects of each of the 800 or so different fission fragments
on the overall antineutrino spectrum can be investigated. We
exploit this in Fig. 1, decomposing the total !! spectrum into
the individual ! spectra for each fission fragment. The thin
gray lines indicate the individual ! spectrum from each fission
fragment, Ii(E"), while the thick lines highlight the 20 most
important individual contributors at 5.5 MeV. Also included in
Fig. 1 are the experimentally measured total ! spectra (black
squares) [25,26] compared with the summed spectra from the
present work (solid blue [gray] line). What is remarkable is
that, given the complexity of the overall calculation and the

vast number of nuclides contributing, at the higher energies
only a handful of nuclei significantly influence the spectrum.
Particularly in the case of 235U and 238U, two nuclei stand out
predominately at high energies, 92Rb and 96Y. This is due to
a combination of a large cumulative fission yield, a large !!

Q value and a large ground-state to ground-state !-feeding
intensity. These properties are listed in Table I. For 239Pu
and 241Pu, the contributions from 92Rb and 96Y are reduced
somewhat due to their smaller cumulative fission yield.

Given the significance of 92Rb and 96Y to the antineutrino
spectrum calculations, we investigate further the quality and
reliability of their decay data. Both mainly undergo first

TABLE I. !-decay Q value, ground-state to ground-state branching ratio, and cumulative fission yields for 92Rb and 96Y.

Nuclide Q! (MeV) Branching ratio (%) 235U CFY (thermal) 238U CFY (fast) 239Pu CFY (thermal) 241Pu CFY (thermal)

92Rb 8.095 95.2 ± 0.7 0.048 0.042 0.020 0.019
96Y 7.103 95.5 ± 0.5 0.047 0.053 0.029 0.032

011301-2

‡PRC 84:024617 (2011), erratum ibid. 85:029901 (2012); PRC 83:054615 (2011) 
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respect to the well-known intensities of  14N(n, 7)15N 
[ 11 ] and 12 C(n, 7) 13 C [ 12]. Essentially this calibration 
resulted in a value of  1.074(49) for the ratio o f  the 
BILL spectrometer efficiency in the range 5.5 to 9 
MeV relative to that in the range 1.2 to 2.5 MeV. This 
value is consistent with the ratio of  1.093(48) from 
the I n - P b  calibration. Assuming a monotonically in. 
creasing efficiency of  the spectrometer with energy the 
Final errors were evaluated from the independent In, 
Pb and Cd measurements, resulting in total uncertain- 
ties of  2.8% and 3.1% for the absolute rates at 1.3 and 
7.4 MeV, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental beta spectrum of 2aSu fission products. 
The error bars in the spectrum illustrate the statisticol accura- 
cy for bins of 50 keV (90% CL). In the lower part the deter- 
mined efficiency curve e(E~) with the uncertainty range 
(shadowed area) is shown. The errors given for the absolute 
calibration points (dots) are independent values. For the rela- 
tive calibration points (triangles) the errors are dominated by 
correlated uncertainties (see text). The unf'flled triangle de- 
notes the 2.1 MeV line in the ttSmIn decay. 

Fig. 1 shows the final Nfl spectrum of  the 235 U fis- 
sion products. In the lower part of  the figure the inten- 
sity calibration points are shown. The data are given 
explicitly in table 1 in bins of  250 keV. At E~ = 3 MeV 
the difference between the last two 235 U runs amounted 
to 2% indicating that the saturation intensity was near- 
ly achieved. Only the values of  the third run (exposure 
time to neutrons >12  h) were adopted for energies 
below 5 MeV. I t  was found that the present result 
agrees well with our earlier study * 1. In the high ener- 
gy region of  the N~ spectrum a sensitivity o f  3 X 10 -6  
per MeV and fission was obtained, which is an improve- 
ment by an order of  magnitude. The accuracy in the 
absolute calibration was improved from our earlier 
value of  5% to the present 3%. Fig. 2 compares our re- 
sult with various calculated spectra, demonstrating the 
difficulty of  describing theoretically the beta-decay 
branches of  the many fission products (see also ref. 
[3]). 

The conversion of  the experimental beta spectrum 
into the correlated Ve spectrum was accomplished by 
an algorithm sindlar to that described in ref. [4]. The 

~= 1 For comparison the values in ref. [ 3 ] have to be increased 
by 3% since the non l/u neutron capture cross section of 
2aSU was not taken into account (see also ref. [4])~ 
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Fig. 2. Ratio between various calculated beta spectra of ~s  U 
fission products and the present experimental result. The 
total uncertainties of the present work are indicated (90% CL). 
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Figure 11: Shape-Only Reactor Spectral Distortion. The data to prediction spectral ratio for the latest DC-ND (black),
DYB [38] (blue), RENO [11] (red), NEOS [55] (green) are shown, exhibiting a common dominant pattern predominantly characterised
by the 5 MeV excess. Small di↵erences across experiments are still possible but unresolved so far. The Bugey3 [51] (not shown) is the
only experiment known not to reproduce this structure. This remains an issue. The RENO and NEOS normalisation has been modified
relative to publications to ensure the shape-only condition (average R=1) is met. The reactor model prediction shape-only uncertainty
is shown in grey, which is significantly smaller than the dominant rate-only uncertainties. Since the same reactor model prediction
is used, this uncertainty is expected to remain a representative guideline to all experiments. The 5 MeV excess is compensated by a
deficit region [1.5,4.0] MeV for all experiments due to the shape-only condition. A good agreement is found between DC and Daya Baya
data throughout the entire energy range. The non-trivial match among di↵erent experiments suggests that most detector and part of
the reactor e↵ects are accurately reproduced by the MC, thus cancelling across in R. This implies that the common reactor prediction
model inaccuracies are expected to dominate the observed distortion. This is consistent with the fact that all other experiments use
the same prediction strategy.

periment [51]. Today, the situation has changed by some new
observations. In the following, we focus on the precise char-
acterisation of those features while their specific origin and
mechanism remains unknown. We exploit the shape-only ba-
sis even though this basis might not fully describe the data by
ignoring the rate information. In fact, rate e↵ects are large
and there could be rate-to-shape correlations. Regardless, the
shape-only basis allows for some simplified comparison among
experiments and factorises out any rate normalisation e↵ect.
A rate+shape analysis was addressed in Fig. 4.

Upon the oscillation fit (including corrections for ✓13,
BG, normalisation, etc.) the ND number of events
data to MC ratios (RN ) are RN (ND)=0.943 ± 0.022 and
RN (ND�Bugey4)=0.995 ± 0.019, respectively, without and
with the Bugey4 constraint. The RN (ND) exhibits a 2.6�
rate deficit, where the uncertainty is largely dominated by
the prediction normalisation of the reactor model, as illus-
trated in Fig. 7. The quoted significance could be lower in
case the reactor model uncertainty would be underestimated.
The R(Bugey4) illustrates the excellent agreement found be-
tween Bugey4 and DC data. Most experiments are consistent
with these observations.

The significant observation of a spectral distortion by the
reactor-✓13 experiments, dominated by an excess of events
around 5 MeV, has shed new light on the prediction capability

of the reactor antineutrino spectrum. Its existence suggests
the presence of sizeable shape inaccuracies in addition to the
aforementioned rate-only deficit. The 5 MeV excess was first
reported [52] and published by DC in 2014 [13]. Confirma-
tions by RENO and DYB were reported shortly after. Today,
there is a significant DC ND data to model disagreement when
considering the full energy range. The ND and FD spectra,
once corrected for ✓13, match within ⇠1�(stat) averaged over
the full spectra. This is expected as e↵ective cancellation
across detectors has been demonstrated in Fig. 4, as a part of
the ✓13 measurement consistency. In addition, this distortion
scales with reactor power: 6.4� (ND) and 7.1� (FD). So, an
unknown new BG hypothesis is ruled out. The reactor model
prediction and/or a residual non-linearity in the detector en-
ergy response [53] are both possible hypotheses. More exotic
hypotheses have also been suggested [54].

Further insight on the origin of the spectral distortion is
gained when comparing the data to prediction ratios provided
by the DC, DYB, RENO and NEOS [55] experiments, as sum-
marised in Fig. 11. From the point of view of shape distor-
tions, the leading order pattern is well reproduced by all latest
experiments. Other past experiments are not conclusive but
CHOOZ and Goesgen [56] data show a similar pattern. How-
ever, the Bugey3 experiment (not shown) exhibits a rather
flat and featureless ratio spectrum, thus inconsistent with the
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ation  duration  ensures  that  the  contribution  from  long-
lived fission  fragments  reached  equilibrium.  Other   in-
formation like detector DAQ livetime and detection effi-
ciency, reactor power and working time, survival probab-
ility due to the   driven neutrino oscillation, is all taken
into account in the calculation. A spectral distortion is ob-
served  through  the  whole  energy  region  for  both  the
Huber-Mueller  model  and  the  SM2018 model,  revealing
that  there  are  still  things  missing  in  current  antineutrino
prediction models.

With the finely-binned spectrum more studies can be
carried out.  In the following,  we discuss one example in
detail.

To study the fine structures and evaluate the continu-
ity  of  the  measurement,  a  method following Ref.  [57]  is
used:
 

Ri =
S i

S i+1
, (A3)

S i i
Ri

where   is the number of events in prompt energy bin 
of  the  measurement.  The    from  a  smooth  spectrum
without  fine  structures  (e.g.  Huber-Mueller  model)  was
used  to  compare  with  the  one  from  measurement  based
on the above method to evaluate the continuity.

To avoid the comparison with a smooth model when

Ri =
S i

S i+1

R!i =
S i +S i+2 "2S i+1

S i+1

Fig.  A3.      (color  online)  (a)  Measured  prompt  energy  spectrum  and  the  predictions  from  the  Huber-Mueller  (H-M)  model  and  the
SM2018 model (normalized to the number of measured events). The error bars on the data points (~0.6%) represent the square root of
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix for the measurement, which contains both statistical and systematic uncertainties. (b) Ratio
of  the  normalized  predicted  spectra  and  the  measured  prompt  energy  spectrum.  Red  (blue)  histogram  represents  the  comparison
between  measurement  and  the  Huber-Mueller  (SM2018)  model.  The  error  bars  on  the  data  points  represent  the  uncertainties  from

measurement. (c) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller model (red) and the

SM2018 model (blue). (d) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller
model (red) and the SM2018 model (blue).
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ciency, reactor power and working time, survival probab-
ility due to the   driven neutrino oscillation, is all taken
into account in the calculation. A spectral distortion is ob-
served  through  the  whole  energy  region  for  both  the
Huber-Mueller  model  and  the  SM2018 model,  revealing
that  there  are  still  things  missing  in  current  antineutrino
prediction models.

With the finely-binned spectrum more studies can be
carried out.  In the following,  we discuss one example in
detail.

To study the fine structures and evaluate the continu-
ity  of  the  measurement,  a  method following Ref.  [57]  is
used:
 

Ri =
S i

S i+1
, (A3)

S i i
Ri

where   is the number of events in prompt energy bin 
of  the  measurement.  The    from  a  smooth  spectrum
without  fine  structures  (e.g.  Huber-Mueller  model)  was
used  to  compare  with  the  one  from  measurement  based
on the above method to evaluate the continuity.

To avoid the comparison with a smooth model when

Ri =
S i

S i+1

R!i =
S i +S i+2 "2S i+1
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Fig.  A3.      (color  online)  (a)  Measured  prompt  energy  spectrum  and  the  predictions  from  the  Huber-Mueller  (H-M)  model  and  the
SM2018 model (normalized to the number of measured events). The error bars on the data points (~0.6%) represent the square root of
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix for the measurement, which contains both statistical and systematic uncertainties. (b) Ratio
of  the  normalized  predicted  spectra  and  the  measured  prompt  energy  spectrum.  Red  (blue)  histogram  represents  the  comparison
between  measurement  and  the  Huber-Mueller  (SM2018)  model.  The  error  bars  on  the  data  points  represent  the  uncertainties  from

measurement. (c) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller model (red) and the

SM2018 model (blue). (d) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller
model (red) and the SM2018 model (blue).
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tom panel of Fig. 1. The average effective fission fractions F̄i

for i = (235, 238, 239, 241) for the combined EH1 and EH2
ADs were (0.571,0.076,0.299,0.054).

Uncertainties in the input reactor data will result in system-
atic uncertainties in the measured IBD yields and in the re-
ported F239 values. The thermal power of each reactor was
determined through heat-balance calculations of the reactor
cooling water to a precision of 0.5%, uncorrelated among
cores [2]. Dominant uncertainties in this calculation arise
from limitations in the accuracy of water flow rate measure-
ments. Since these measurement techniques are independent
of the core composition, this uncertainty was treated for a sin-
gle core as fully correlated at all fission fraction values. Fis-
sion fraction uncertainties of �fi/fi=5% were determined by
comparing measurements of isotopic content in spent nuclear
fuel to values obtained by the APOLLO2 reactor modeling
code [2, 22]. As these comparisons do not suggest system-
atic biases in the reported fission fractions for specific burnup
ranges, fission fraction uncertainties were treated as fully cor-
related for all F239.

The fuel evolution analysis is particularly sensitive to de-
tection systematics not fully correlated in time. The stabil-
ity of the ADs’ performance in time has been well demon-
strated [20, 23]. Variations in the detector live time due to
periodic calibrations, maintenance, or data quality were cor-
rected for in the analysis with a negligible impact on sys-
tematic uncertainties. Percent-level yearly time variation in
light collection in the ADs has been corrected for in Daya
Bay’s energy calibration. Residual time variations in recon-
structed energies of order 0.2% had negligible impact on the
observed rate and spectrum variations described below. Time-
independent uncertainties in the IBD detection efficiency
were also included in the analysis; AD-uncorrelated and AD-
correlated efficiency uncertainties are 0.13% and 1.9%, re-
spectively [20].

To examine changes in the observed IBD yield and spec-
trum with reactor fuel evolution, effective fission fractions
F239 were used to group weekly IBD datasets into eight bins
of differing fuel composition, resulting in similar statistics in
each bin. For the F239 bins utilized in this analysis, the ef-
fective fission fractions (F235, F238, F239, F241) vary within
envelopes of width (0.119, 0.001, 0.092, 0.025), as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Each bin’s IBD yield per fission, �f in cm2/fission,
was then calculated based on that bin’s IBD detection rate [2].
Measured IBD yields [24], presented in Fig. 2, show a clear
downward trend with increasing F239.

The data were then fit with a linear function describing the
IBD yield as a function of F239, in terms of the average 239Pu
fission fraction F 239 given above:

�f (F239) = �̄f +
d�f

dF239
(F239 � F 239). (4)

The fit parameters are the total F239-averaged IBD
yield �̄f and the change in yield per unit 239Pu
fission fraction d�f/dF239. This fit determines
d�f/dF239 = (�1.86 ± 0.18) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission
with a �2/NDF of 3.5/6. The statistical errors in �f values
are the leading uncertainty in the measurement, with reactor

FIG. 2. IBD yield per fission, �f , versus effective 239Pu (lower axis)
or 235U (upper axis) fission fraction. Yield measurements (black)
are pictured with bars representing statistical errors, which lead the
uncertainty in the measured evolution, d�f/dF239. Constant yield
(green line) and variable yield (red line) best fits described in the text
are also pictured, as well as predicted yields from the Huber-Mueller
model (blue line), scaled to account for the difference in total yield
�̄f between the data and prediction.

data systematics also providing a non-negligible contribution;
errors arising from assuming linear trends in IBD yield with
F239 (Eq. 4) are negligible. The fit also provides a total
IBD yield �̄f of (5.90 ± 0.13) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission with the
error dominated by uncertainty in the estimation of the ADs’
IBD detection efficiency. This result was then compared to a
constant reactor antineutrino flux model, where d�f/dF239

= 0. This model, depicted by the horizontal green line in
Fig. 2, provides a best fit with �2/NDF = 115/7. The best-fit
d�f/dF239 value is incompatible with this constant flux
model at 10 standard deviations (�).

Observed IBD yields were compared to those predicted
by recent reactor antineutrino models, generated according
to Eqs. 1 and 2. Among many available models [9, 25–27],
235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu antineutrino spectrum per fission pre-
dictions from Huber [3] and 238U predictions from Mueller et.
al [4] were used to enable a direct comparison to the reac-
tor antineutrino anomaly. The predicted total IBD yield �̄f ,
(6.22 ± 0.14) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission, differs from the measured
�̄f by 1.7�. This 5.1% deficit is consistent with previous
measurements reported by Daya Bay [1, 2], as well as with
the ⇠6% deficit observed in global fits of past reactor exper-
iments. The predicted d�f/dF239 from the Huber-Mueller
model, (�2.46± 0.06)⇥ 10�43cm2/fission, is represented in
Fig. 2 after scaling by the 5.1% difference in the predicted and
measured �̄f from this analysis. This predicted d�f/dF239

differs from the measurement by 3.1�, indicating additional
tension between the flux measurements and models beyond
the established differences in total IBD yield �̄f . In particu-
lar, it suggests that the fractional difference between the pre-
dicted and measured antineutrino fluxes may not be the same
for all fission isotopes. If the measured fractional yield deficits
from all isotopes are equal, the ratio of the slope d�f/dF239

to the total yield �̄f will be identical for the measurement and
prediction. These ratios, -0.31 ± 0.03 and -0.39 ± 0.01, re-
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Uncertainties in the input reactor data will result in system-
atic uncertainties in the measured IBD yields and in the re-
ported F239 values. The thermal power of each reactor was
determined through heat-balance calculations of the reactor
cooling water to a precision of 0.5%, uncorrelated among
cores [2]. Dominant uncertainties in this calculation arise
from limitations in the accuracy of water flow rate measure-
ments. Since these measurement techniques are independent
of the core composition, this uncertainty was treated for a sin-
gle core as fully correlated at all fission fraction values. Fis-
sion fraction uncertainties of �fi/fi=5% were determined by
comparing measurements of isotopic content in spent nuclear
fuel to values obtained by the APOLLO2 reactor modeling
code [2, 22]. As these comparisons do not suggest system-
atic biases in the reported fission fractions for specific burnup
ranges, fission fraction uncertainties were treated as fully cor-
related for all F239.

The fuel evolution analysis is particularly sensitive to de-
tection systematics not fully correlated in time. The stabil-
ity of the ADs’ performance in time has been well demon-
strated [20, 23]. Variations in the detector live time due to
periodic calibrations, maintenance, or data quality were cor-
rected for in the analysis with a negligible impact on sys-
tematic uncertainties. Percent-level yearly time variation in
light collection in the ADs has been corrected for in Daya
Bay’s energy calibration. Residual time variations in recon-
structed energies of order 0.2% had negligible impact on the
observed rate and spectrum variations described below. Time-
independent uncertainties in the IBD detection efficiency
were also included in the analysis; AD-uncorrelated and AD-
correlated efficiency uncertainties are 0.13% and 1.9%, re-
spectively [20].

To examine changes in the observed IBD yield and spec-
trum with reactor fuel evolution, effective fission fractions
F239 were used to group weekly IBD datasets into eight bins
of differing fuel composition, resulting in similar statistics in
each bin. For the F239 bins utilized in this analysis, the ef-
fective fission fractions (F235, F238, F239, F241) vary within
envelopes of width (0.119, 0.001, 0.092, 0.025), as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Each bin’s IBD yield per fission, �f in cm2/fission,
was then calculated based on that bin’s IBD detection rate [2].
Measured IBD yields [24], presented in Fig. 2, show a clear
downward trend with increasing F239.

The data were then fit with a linear function describing the
IBD yield as a function of F239, in terms of the average 239Pu
fission fraction F 239 given above:

�f (F239) = �̄f +
d�f

dF239
(F239 � F 239). (4)

The fit parameters are the total F239-averaged IBD
yield �̄f and the change in yield per unit 239Pu
fission fraction d�f/dF239. This fit determines
d�f/dF239 = (�1.86 ± 0.18) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission
with a �2/NDF of 3.5/6. The statistical errors in �f values
are the leading uncertainty in the measurement, with reactor

FIG. 2. IBD yield per fission, �f , versus effective 239Pu (lower axis)
or 235U (upper axis) fission fraction. Yield measurements (black)
are pictured with bars representing statistical errors, which lead the
uncertainty in the measured evolution, d�f/dF239. Constant yield
(green line) and variable yield (red line) best fits described in the text
are also pictured, as well as predicted yields from the Huber-Mueller
model (blue line), scaled to account for the difference in total yield
�̄f between the data and prediction.

data systematics also providing a non-negligible contribution;
errors arising from assuming linear trends in IBD yield with
F239 (Eq. 4) are negligible. The fit also provides a total
IBD yield �̄f of (5.90 ± 0.13) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission with the
error dominated by uncertainty in the estimation of the ADs’
IBD detection efficiency. This result was then compared to a
constant reactor antineutrino flux model, where d�f/dF239

= 0. This model, depicted by the horizontal green line in
Fig. 2, provides a best fit with �2/NDF = 115/7. The best-fit
d�f/dF239 value is incompatible with this constant flux
model at 10 standard deviations (�).

Observed IBD yields were compared to those predicted
by recent reactor antineutrino models, generated according
to Eqs. 1 and 2. Among many available models [9, 25–27],
235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu antineutrino spectrum per fission pre-
dictions from Huber [3] and 238U predictions from Mueller et.
al [4] were used to enable a direct comparison to the reac-
tor antineutrino anomaly. The predicted total IBD yield �̄f ,
(6.22 ± 0.14) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission, differs from the measured
�̄f by 1.7�. This 5.1% deficit is consistent with previous
measurements reported by Daya Bay [1, 2], as well as with
the ⇠6% deficit observed in global fits of past reactor exper-
iments. The predicted d�f/dF239 from the Huber-Mueller
model, (�2.46± 0.06)⇥ 10�43cm2/fission, is represented in
Fig. 2 after scaling by the 5.1% difference in the predicted and
measured �̄f from this analysis. This predicted d�f/dF239

differs from the measurement by 3.1�, indicating additional
tension between the flux measurements and models beyond
the established differences in total IBD yield �̄f . In particu-
lar, it suggests that the fractional difference between the pre-
dicted and measured antineutrino fluxes may not be the same
for all fission isotopes. If the measured fractional yield deficits
from all isotopes are equal, the ratio of the slope d�f/dF239

to the total yield �̄f will be identical for the measurement and
prediction. These ratios, -0.31 ± 0.03 and -0.39 ± 0.01, re-
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Figure 11: Shape-Only Reactor Spectral Distortion. The data to prediction spectral ratio for the latest DC-ND (black),
DYB [38] (blue), RENO [11] (red), NEOS [55] (green) are shown, exhibiting a common dominant pattern predominantly characterised
by the 5 MeV excess. Small di↵erences across experiments are still possible but unresolved so far. The Bugey3 [51] (not shown) is the
only experiment known not to reproduce this structure. This remains an issue. The RENO and NEOS normalisation has been modified
relative to publications to ensure the shape-only condition (average R=1) is met. The reactor model prediction shape-only uncertainty
is shown in grey, which is significantly smaller than the dominant rate-only uncertainties. Since the same reactor model prediction
is used, this uncertainty is expected to remain a representative guideline to all experiments. The 5 MeV excess is compensated by a
deficit region [1.5,4.0] MeV for all experiments due to the shape-only condition. A good agreement is found between DC and Daya Baya
data throughout the entire energy range. The non-trivial match among di↵erent experiments suggests that most detector and part of
the reactor e↵ects are accurately reproduced by the MC, thus cancelling across in R. This implies that the common reactor prediction
model inaccuracies are expected to dominate the observed distortion. This is consistent with the fact that all other experiments use
the same prediction strategy.

periment [51]. Today, the situation has changed by some new
observations. In the following, we focus on the precise char-
acterisation of those features while their specific origin and
mechanism remains unknown. We exploit the shape-only ba-
sis even though this basis might not fully describe the data by
ignoring the rate information. In fact, rate e↵ects are large
and there could be rate-to-shape correlations. Regardless, the
shape-only basis allows for some simplified comparison among
experiments and factorises out any rate normalisation e↵ect.
A rate+shape analysis was addressed in Fig. 4.

Upon the oscillation fit (including corrections for ✓13,
BG, normalisation, etc.) the ND number of events
data to MC ratios (RN ) are RN (ND)=0.943 ± 0.022 and
RN (ND�Bugey4)=0.995 ± 0.019, respectively, without and
with the Bugey4 constraint. The RN (ND) exhibits a 2.6�
rate deficit, where the uncertainty is largely dominated by
the prediction normalisation of the reactor model, as illus-
trated in Fig. 7. The quoted significance could be lower in
case the reactor model uncertainty would be underestimated.
The R(Bugey4) illustrates the excellent agreement found be-
tween Bugey4 and DC data. Most experiments are consistent
with these observations.

The significant observation of a spectral distortion by the
reactor-✓13 experiments, dominated by an excess of events
around 5 MeV, has shed new light on the prediction capability

of the reactor antineutrino spectrum. Its existence suggests
the presence of sizeable shape inaccuracies in addition to the
aforementioned rate-only deficit. The 5 MeV excess was first
reported [52] and published by DC in 2014 [13]. Confirma-
tions by RENO and DYB were reported shortly after. Today,
there is a significant DC ND data to model disagreement when
considering the full energy range. The ND and FD spectra,
once corrected for ✓13, match within ⇠1�(stat) averaged over
the full spectra. This is expected as e↵ective cancellation
across detectors has been demonstrated in Fig. 4, as a part of
the ✓13 measurement consistency. In addition, this distortion
scales with reactor power: 6.4� (ND) and 7.1� (FD). So, an
unknown new BG hypothesis is ruled out. The reactor model
prediction and/or a residual non-linearity in the detector en-
ergy response [53] are both possible hypotheses. More exotic
hypotheses have also been suggested [54].

Further insight on the origin of the spectral distortion is
gained when comparing the data to prediction ratios provided
by the DC, DYB, RENO and NEOS [55] experiments, as sum-
marised in Fig. 11. From the point of view of shape distor-
tions, the leading order pattern is well reproduced by all latest
experiments. Other past experiments are not conclusive but
CHOOZ and Goesgen [56] data show a similar pattern. How-
ever, the Bugey3 experiment (not shown) exhibits a rather
flat and featureless ratio spectrum, thus inconsistent with the
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ation  duration  ensures  that  the  contribution  from  long-
lived fission  fragments  reached  equilibrium.  Other   in-
formation like detector DAQ livetime and detection effi-
ciency, reactor power and working time, survival probab-
ility due to the   driven neutrino oscillation, is all taken
into account in the calculation. A spectral distortion is ob-
served  through  the  whole  energy  region  for  both  the
Huber-Mueller  model  and  the  SM2018 model,  revealing
that  there  are  still  things  missing  in  current  antineutrino
prediction models.

With the finely-binned spectrum more studies can be
carried out.  In the following,  we discuss one example in
detail.

To study the fine structures and evaluate the continu-
ity  of  the  measurement,  a  method following Ref.  [57]  is
used:
 

Ri =
S i

S i+1
, (A3)

S i i
Ri

where   is the number of events in prompt energy bin 
of  the  measurement.  The    from  a  smooth  spectrum
without  fine  structures  (e.g.  Huber-Mueller  model)  was
used  to  compare  with  the  one  from  measurement  based
on the above method to evaluate the continuity.

To avoid the comparison with a smooth model when

Ri =
S i

S i+1

R!i =
S i +S i+2 "2S i+1

S i+1

Fig.  A3.      (color  online)  (a)  Measured  prompt  energy  spectrum  and  the  predictions  from  the  Huber-Mueller  (H-M)  model  and  the
SM2018 model (normalized to the number of measured events). The error bars on the data points (~0.6%) represent the square root of
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix for the measurement, which contains both statistical and systematic uncertainties. (b) Ratio
of  the  normalized  predicted  spectra  and  the  measured  prompt  energy  spectrum.  Red  (blue)  histogram  represents  the  comparison
between  measurement  and  the  Huber-Mueller  (SM2018)  model.  The  error  bars  on  the  data  points  represent  the  uncertainties  from

measurement. (c) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller model (red) and the

SM2018 model (blue). (d) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller
model (red) and the SM2018 model (blue).
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ation  duration  ensures  that  the  contribution  from  long-
lived fission  fragments  reached  equilibrium.  Other   in-
formation like detector DAQ livetime and detection effi-
ciency, reactor power and working time, survival probab-
ility due to the   driven neutrino oscillation, is all taken
into account in the calculation. A spectral distortion is ob-
served  through  the  whole  energy  region  for  both  the
Huber-Mueller  model  and  the  SM2018 model,  revealing
that  there  are  still  things  missing  in  current  antineutrino
prediction models.

With the finely-binned spectrum more studies can be
carried out.  In the following,  we discuss one example in
detail.

To study the fine structures and evaluate the continu-
ity  of  the  measurement,  a  method following Ref.  [57]  is
used:
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where   is the number of events in prompt energy bin 
of  the  measurement.  The    from  a  smooth  spectrum
without  fine  structures  (e.g.  Huber-Mueller  model)  was
used  to  compare  with  the  one  from  measurement  based
on the above method to evaluate the continuity.
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Fig.  A3.      (color  online)  (a)  Measured  prompt  energy  spectrum  and  the  predictions  from  the  Huber-Mueller  (H-M)  model  and  the
SM2018 model (normalized to the number of measured events). The error bars on the data points (~0.6%) represent the square root of
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix for the measurement, which contains both statistical and systematic uncertainties. (b) Ratio
of  the  normalized  predicted  spectra  and  the  measured  prompt  energy  spectrum.  Red  (blue)  histogram  represents  the  comparison
between  measurement  and  the  Huber-Mueller  (SM2018)  model.  The  error  bars  on  the  data  points  represent  the  uncertainties  from

measurement. (c) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller model (red) and the

SM2018 model (blue). (d) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller
model (red) and the SM2018 model (blue).
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ation  duration  ensures  that  the  contribution  from  long-
lived fission  fragments  reached  equilibrium.  Other   in-
formation like detector DAQ livetime and detection effi-
ciency, reactor power and working time, survival probab-
ility due to the   driven neutrino oscillation, is all taken
into account in the calculation. A spectral distortion is ob-
served  through  the  whole  energy  region  for  both  the
Huber-Mueller  model  and  the  SM2018 model,  revealing
that  there  are  still  things  missing  in  current  antineutrino
prediction models.

With the finely-binned spectrum more studies can be
carried out.  In the following,  we discuss one example in
detail.

To study the fine structures and evaluate the continu-
ity  of  the  measurement,  a  method following Ref.  [57]  is
used:
 

Ri =
S i

S i+1
, (A3)

S i i
Ri

where   is the number of events in prompt energy bin 
of  the  measurement.  The    from  a  smooth  spectrum
without  fine  structures  (e.g.  Huber-Mueller  model)  was
used  to  compare  with  the  one  from  measurement  based
on the above method to evaluate the continuity.

To avoid the comparison with a smooth model when

Ri =
S i

S i+1

R!i =
S i +S i+2 "2S i+1

S i+1

Fig.  A3.      (color  online)  (a)  Measured  prompt  energy  spectrum  and  the  predictions  from  the  Huber-Mueller  (H-M)  model  and  the
SM2018 model (normalized to the number of measured events). The error bars on the data points (~0.6%) represent the square root of
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix for the measurement, which contains both statistical and systematic uncertainties. (b) Ratio
of  the  normalized  predicted  spectra  and  the  measured  prompt  energy  spectrum.  Red  (blue)  histogram  represents  the  comparison
between  measurement  and  the  Huber-Mueller  (SM2018)  model.  The  error  bars  on  the  data  points  represent  the  uncertainties  from

measurement. (c) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller model (red) and the

SM2018 model (blue). (d) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller
model (red) and the SM2018 model (blue).
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Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly* Evolution Anomaly

~5.5% deficit (2.5σ)

Nat. Phys. 16, 558-564 (2020) 

CPC 45, 073001 (2021) 

Bump 6.3σ

3σ discrepancy

For commercial reactors, a sum of 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu ’s ν̄e Isotopic  yields ν̄e

Anomalies arise from a
measurement-prediction comparison

DYB+NEOS+Double Chooz + RENO

Deficit in the measured aggregated 
  flux (over energies and isotopes) 
w.r.t. the HM model prediction 

Consistent among various 
experiments at different baselines 
(10-1000 m)

New physics or inaccurate prediction?

ν̄e

Measured total antineutrino yield 
does not change as individual 
isotopic yields would predict 
based on the HM model

Observed in Daya Bay and RENO 

Inaccurate prediction by isotopes?

*PRD 83, 073006 (2011) 

PRL 118, 251801 (2017)

Shape Anomaly (“5 MeV bump”)
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Agreement
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and prediction

Discrepancy

Anomaly

Discrepancy

Agreement

Discovery

Natural settlement
Further investigation 

of systematics, 
more statistics…

Discovery
New features needed: 
particles, interactions, 

mechanisms, …

Solar neutrino problem ➔ Neutrino mixing

Reactor   anomalies ➔ ?ν̄e
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Fuel Composition Evolution

At commercial reactors, ’s implicitly come from all four isotopes  235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu

Their relative contribution changes with burn-up (e.g. at Daya Bay 
average effective fission fractions are 0.564 : 0.076 : 0.304 : 0.056):

When data binned by the the fission fractions, we can  
in ideal world disentangle   yield (~rate) and spectrum  
shape for each fo four isotopes
In real world, done for main contributors i.e. 235U and 239Pu
Other isotopes treated with conservative uncertainties 

ν̄e

ν̄e
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sisting of a prompt e+ candidate with reconstructed energy
Ep ⇡ E⌫ � 0.8 MeV between 0.7 and 12 MeV and a delayed
candidate from neutron capture on gadolinium in the target
with 6-12 MeV reconstructed energy [20]. An IBD candidate
set was required to be isolated in time from cosmogenic muon
activity or any other AD triggers. This selection produced a
set of about 1,198,000 and 1,025,000 IBD candidates from
EH1 and EH2, respectively.

Accidental time coincidences of uncorrelated triggers, the
dominant background in all ADs, contribute a rate of ⇠1% the
size of the IBD signal. To account for the <10% variations in
the rate of this background with time, it was calculated and
subtracted week by week for each AD. The remaining back-
grounds, which contribute ⇠0.5% of IBD candidates, were
subtracted assuming no time variation in shape or normaliza-
tion.

The spectrum of reactor antineutrinos with energy E⌫ de-
tected by an AD at time t is expected to be

d2N(E⌫ , t)

dE⌫dt
= Np�(E⌫)"

6X

r=1

P (E⌫ , Lr)

4⇡L2
r

d2�r(E⌫ , t)

dE⌫dt
(1)

where Np is the number of target protons, �(E⌫) is the IBD
reaction cross section, " is the efficiency of detecting IBDs,
Lr is the distance between the centers of the AD and the r-th
core, and P (E⌫ , Lr) is the survival probability due to neutrino
oscillation from core r. The sum in r is taken over the six reac-
tor cores present at Daya Bay. The term d2�r(E⌫ , t)/dE⌫dt
is the antineutrino spectrum from the r-th reactor core:

d2�r(E⌫ , t)

dE⌫dt
=

Wth,r(t)

Er(t)

X

i

fi,r(t)si(E⌫)c
ne
i (E⌫) + sSNF(E⌫),

(2)
where the index i runs over the four primary fission isotopes
(235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu), Wth(t) is the reactor ther-
mal power, fi(t) is the fraction of fissions from isotope i,
Er(t) =

P
i fi,r(t)ei is the core’s average energy released

per fission due to the average energy release ei from each fis-
sion isotope, and si(E⌫) is the ⌫̄e energy spectrum per fission.
All other fission isotopes contribute <0.3% to the total an-
tineutrino flux [2], and are neglected in this analysis. The cor-
rection cnei (E⌫) accounts for reactor nonequilibrium effects of
long-lived fission fragments, and sSNF(E⌫) is the contribution
from nearby spent nuclear fuel; both of these quantities are
treated as time independent, an assumption that has a negligi-
ble impact on the analysis.

The evolution of the antineutrino flux and spectrum was
studied as a function of the effective fission fractions Fi(t)
viewed by each AD:

Fi(t) =
6X

r=1

Wth,r(t)p̄rfi,r(t)

L2
rEr(t)

� 6X

r=1

Wth,r(t)pr
L2
rEr(t)

. (3)

The mean survival probability p̄r, calculated by integrating
the flux- and cross-section-weighted oscillation survival prob-
ability of antineutrinos from core r over E⌫ , is treated as time
independent. The four effective fission fractions F235, F238,
F239, and F241, corresponding to the 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and

241Pu isotopes respectively, sum to unity at all times for any
AD. The definition in Eq. 3 allows the expression of the mea-
sured IBD yield per nuclear fission �f as a simple sum of IBD
yields from the individual isotopes, �f =

P
i Fi�i. Weekly

effective fission fraction values for each detector were pro-
duced using thermal power and fission fraction data for each
core, which were provided by the power plant and validated
by the Collaboration using the APOLLO2 reactor modeling
code [2]. The baselines and the mean survival probabilities
used are the same as in Ref. [20], while ei values were taken
from Ref. [21].

FIG. 1. Top: Weekly effective 239Pu fission fractions F239 (defined
in Eq. 3) for the EH1 and EH2 ADs based on input reactor data.
Bottom: Effective fission fractions for the primary fission isotopes
versus F239. Each data point represents an average over periods of
similar F239 from the top panel.

Throughout the Letter, changes in the IBD yield and spec-
trum per fission will be represented as a function of the ef-
fective fission fraction F239, which increases as nearby reac-
tors’ fuel cycles progress. At the beginning of each core’s
fuel cycle, when 1/3 (1/4) of the fuel rods in the Daya Bay
(Ling Ao) cores are fresh, 239Pu fission fractions f239 are
⇠15%. This fraction then rises to ⇠40% by the end of the
cycle. Effective 239Pu fission fractions F239 are shown for
the EH1 and EH2 ADs in Fig. 1. The F239 values for ADs
at the same EH are identical to <0.1%. Periods of constant
positive slope correspond to continuous running and evolu-
tion of fuel in the cores, while sharp drops in F239 correspond
to the shut-down and start-up of a reactor. For EH1 (EH2),
⇠80% of the antineutrinos originate from the two Daya Bay
(four Ling Ao) cores. As ADs receive fluxes from multiple
cores with differing fuel compositions, variations in the effec-
tive fission fractions at an AD are smaller than variations in
the fission fractions within a single core. The relationships
between F239 and the effective fission fractions of the other
fissioning isotopes for the same dataset are shown in the bot-
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ment into the reactor core, defined as

burn-up⌘ W ·D
MU in

, (2)

where W is the average power of the fuel element, D
is the days since the fuel element begins to burn in the
core, and MU in is the initial uranium mass of the fuel
element. The unit of burn-up is MW · day · tonU

�1. A
similar quantity, cycle burn-up, is used to describe the
aging of the whole reactor core in a refueling cycle. Cycle
burn-up can also be calculated using Eq. 2, where W , D,
and MU in in this case represent the total nuclear power
of the reactor core, the days since the beginning of the
refueling cycle, and the initial uranium mass of all the
fuel elements in the reactor core.
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Fig. 3. An example of the reactor core map of fuel
elements with di↵erent burn-up (unit: GW ·day ·
ton�1) shown in color scale at the end of a refu-
eling cycle.

In reactors, electron antineutrinos are emitted pri-
marily from the fissions of four isotopes: 235U, 238U,
239Pu, and 241Pu. Fissions of other isotopes contribute
less than 0.3%. Fissions of 238U are only induced by
fast neutrons, while fissions of the other three isotopes
are mainly induced by thermal neutrons. Fresh fuel el-
ements contain only uranium isotopes. The plutonium
isotopes are gradually generated through neutron cap-
tures on 238U and subsequent neutron captures and beta
decays of its successor isotopes.

Fuel evolution is a dynamic process related to many
factors such as power, neutron flux, fuel composition,
type and position of fuel elements, and boron concentra-
tion. For safe operation of the reactors, NPPs do cal-
culations and simulations of the fuel evolution in every

refueling cycle by considering all of the factors above.
These detailed simulations are performed by validated
and licensed commercial software. The simulation pack-
age used by the Daya Bay NPP is SCIENCE, which
was developed by CEA, France. It uses the APOLLO2
code [40] as the core component. The simulation results
are provided to the Daya Bay collaboration in a table
which uses cycle burn-up as the index. The fission frac-
tions are provided by the simulation in the form of fi(�),
where fi is the fission fraction of isotope i, and � is the
cycle burn-up. Figure 4 shows an example of the fission
fraction evolution as a function of cycle burn-up within
a refueling cycle [41].
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Fig. 4. Fission fractions of isotopes in reactor core
D1 as a function of cycle burn-up from a simula-
tion of a complete refueling cycle. Other isotopes
contribute less than 0.3%.

The APOLLO2 code is widely used for cross section
generation and neutron transport calculations in com-
mercial reactor cores. It adopts rigorous methodology
for its validation, including comparison with the refer-
ence calculation using the same nuclear data libraries,
and with the experimental measurements [40]. Measure-
ments of spent fuel isotopic content were made and com-
pared with the results calculated using the APOLLO2
code [42]. The comparison shows that the measurement-
model deviations are less than 5%. Therefore, the uncer-
tainty of the calculated fission fraction is conservatively
estimated to be 5% for each isotope.

The NPPs also provide 3D core simulation results for
di↵erent burn-up stages, which enable an investigation
of the spatial distribution of the antineutrino production
inside the core. The reactor can be considered as a point
source of ⌫̄e for the Daya Bay experiment because the fuel
elements are symmetrically arranged in the reactor core
as shown in Fig 3. The relative di↵erence between treat-
ing the reactor as a point source and as a finite source is
negligible and the variation of the e↵ective fission center
in the reactor is estimated to be 2 cm horizontally. The
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spectively, are incompatible at 2.6� confidence level.
The evolution of Daya Bay’s IBD yield pictured in Fig. 2

was also used to measure the individual IBD yields of 235U
and 239Pu. For each F239 bin a in Fig. 2, the measured IBD
yield can be described as

�a
f =

X

i

F a
i �i, (5)

where F a
i are the effective fission fractions for each isotope,

and �i is the IBD yield from that isotope. Measurements from
all bins can be summarized with the matrix equation

�f = F�, (6)

where �f is an eight-element vector of the measured IBD
yields, � is a vector containing the IBD yields of the four fis-
sion isotopes, and F is a 8⇥4 matrix containing fission frac-
tions for the data in each F239 bin. This matrix equation was
used to construct a �2 test statistic

�2 = (�f � F�)>V�1(�f � F�), (7)

which allows a scan over the full � parameter space. The
matrix V is a covariance matrix containing the previously dis-
cussed statistical, reactor, and detector uncertainties, and their
correlation between measurements �f .

FIG. 3. Combined measurement of 235U and 239Pu IBD yields per
fission �235 and �239. The red triangle indicates the best fit �235

and �239, while green contours indicate two-dimensional 1�, 2� and
3� allowed regions. Contours utilize theoretically predicted IBD
yields for the subdominant isotopes 241Pu and 238U as indicated in
the lower left panel. Predicted values and 1� allowed regions based
on the Huber-Mueller model are also shown in black. The top and
side panels show one-dimensional ��2 profiles for �235 and �239,
respectively.

In order to break the degeneracy from contributions of
the two minor fission isotopes 241Pu and 238U, weak con-
straints were applied to these isotopes’ IBD yields. This was

accomplished in Eq. 7 by adding terms (�i � �̂i)2/✏2i for
238U and 241Pu, where �̂i and ✏i are theoretically predicted
IBD yields and assigned uncertainties, which were treated as
fully uncorrelated. Values for �̂i were taken from Ref. [4]
for 238U (10.1⇥10�43 cm2/fission) and Ref. [3] for 241Pu (
6.05⇥10�43 cm2/fission). Values ✏i were set at 10% of the
model-predicted yield, significantly higher than the quoted
Huber-Mueller uncertainties, in order to reduce the potential
bias to the fit.

The IBD yields from 235U and 239Pu, �235 and
�239, were found to be (6.17 ± 0.17) and (4.27 ±
0.26) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission, respectively. Allowed regions and
one-dimensional ��2 profiles for �235 and �239 are shown in
Fig. 3. The measurement is currently limited in precision by
the AD-correlated uncertainty in Daya Bay’s detection effi-
ciency, and by the statistical uncertainty in the measurements
�f . The 10% uncertainties assigned to �238,241 provide a
subdominant contribution to the uncertainty in �235 and �239.
This �235 is 7.8% lower than the Huber-Mueller model value
of (6.69±0.15) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission, a difference significantly
larger than the 2.7% measurement uncertainty. A measured
�235 yield deficit has also been reported using global fits to an-
tineutrino data from reactors of varying fission fractions [28].
The measured �239 value is consistent with the predicted value
of (4.36±0.11) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission within the 6% uncertainty
of the measurement.

By applying additional constraints on �f in Eq. 7, these
�235 and �239 results were tested for consistency with hypo-
thetical �f values representing differing sources of the reactor
antineutrino anomaly. If the anomaly is produced solely via
incorrect predictions of 235U, the measured �235 should devi-
ate from its predicted value while �238,239,241 remain at their
predicted values; enforcement of this additional constraint in
Eq. 7 produced a best fit higher by ��2/NDF= 0.17/1 (two-
sided p-value 0.68). A similar test of 239Pu as the sole source
of the anomaly yielded a best-fit value higher by ��2/NDF =
10.0/1 (p-value 0.00016). Requiring all isotopes in Eq. 7 to
exhibit an equal fractional deficit with respect to prediction,
the best fit was found to be higher by ��2/NDF= 7.9/1
(p-value 0.0049). Thus, the hypothesis that 235U is primar-
ily responsible for the reactor antineutrino anomaly is favored
by the Daya Bay data, with the equal deficit and 239Pu-only
deficit hypotheses disfavored at the 2.8� and 3.2� confidence
levels, respectively.

To investigate changes in the antineutrino spectrum with
reactor fuel evolution, observed IBD spectra per fission, S,
were examined, where �f =

P
j Sj , the sum of IBD yields in

all prompt energy bins. For each F239 bin depicted in Fig. 4,
the measured Sj values were compared to the F239-averaged
IBD yield per fission value Sj . The ratio Sj/Sj is plotted
against F239 in Fig. 4 for four different Ep bins. The common
negative slope in Sj/Sj visible in all prompt energy ranges
indicates an overall reduction in reactor antineutrino flux with
increasing F239, as demonstrated in Fig. 2. In addition, the
trends in Sj/Sj with F239 in Fig. 4 differ for each energy bin,
indicating a change in the spectral shape with fuel evolution.
In particular, the content of higher-energy bins decreases more
rapidly than lower-energy bins as F239 increases.

The 235U and 239Pu Isotopic Yield

Total   yield decreases with burn-up since  

Extracted 239Pu yield agrees well with the HM model

Extracted 235U yield lower by few %

• ~8% (@Daya Bay and RENO)

ν̄e σ235U
f > σ239Pu

f
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tom panel of Fig. 1. The average effective fission fractions F̄i

for i = (235, 238, 239, 241) for the combined EH1 and EH2
ADs were (0.571,0.076,0.299,0.054).

Uncertainties in the input reactor data will result in system-
atic uncertainties in the measured IBD yields and in the re-
ported F239 values. The thermal power of each reactor was
determined through heat-balance calculations of the reactor
cooling water to a precision of 0.5%, uncorrelated among
cores [2]. Dominant uncertainties in this calculation arise
from limitations in the accuracy of water flow rate measure-
ments. Since these measurement techniques are independent
of the core composition, this uncertainty was treated for a sin-
gle core as fully correlated at all fission fraction values. Fis-
sion fraction uncertainties of �fi/fi=5% were determined by
comparing measurements of isotopic content in spent nuclear
fuel to values obtained by the APOLLO2 reactor modeling
code [2, 22]. As these comparisons do not suggest system-
atic biases in the reported fission fractions for specific burnup
ranges, fission fraction uncertainties were treated as fully cor-
related for all F239.

The fuel evolution analysis is particularly sensitive to de-
tection systematics not fully correlated in time. The stabil-
ity of the ADs’ performance in time has been well demon-
strated [20, 23]. Variations in the detector live time due to
periodic calibrations, maintenance, or data quality were cor-
rected for in the analysis with a negligible impact on sys-
tematic uncertainties. Percent-level yearly time variation in
light collection in the ADs has been corrected for in Daya
Bay’s energy calibration. Residual time variations in recon-
structed energies of order 0.2% had negligible impact on the
observed rate and spectrum variations described below. Time-
independent uncertainties in the IBD detection efficiency
were also included in the analysis; AD-uncorrelated and AD-
correlated efficiency uncertainties are 0.13% and 1.9%, re-
spectively [20].

To examine changes in the observed IBD yield and spec-
trum with reactor fuel evolution, effective fission fractions
F239 were used to group weekly IBD datasets into eight bins
of differing fuel composition, resulting in similar statistics in
each bin. For the F239 bins utilized in this analysis, the ef-
fective fission fractions (F235, F238, F239, F241) vary within
envelopes of width (0.119, 0.001, 0.092, 0.025), as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Each bin’s IBD yield per fission, �f in cm2/fission,
was then calculated based on that bin’s IBD detection rate [2].
Measured IBD yields [24], presented in Fig. 2, show a clear
downward trend with increasing F239.

The data were then fit with a linear function describing the
IBD yield as a function of F239, in terms of the average 239Pu
fission fraction F 239 given above:

�f (F239) = �̄f +
d�f

dF239
(F239 � F 239). (4)

The fit parameters are the total F239-averaged IBD
yield �̄f and the change in yield per unit 239Pu
fission fraction d�f/dF239. This fit determines
d�f/dF239 = (�1.86 ± 0.18) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission
with a �2/NDF of 3.5/6. The statistical errors in �f values
are the leading uncertainty in the measurement, with reactor

FIG. 2. IBD yield per fission, �f , versus effective 239Pu (lower axis)
or 235U (upper axis) fission fraction. Yield measurements (black)
are pictured with bars representing statistical errors, which lead the
uncertainty in the measured evolution, d�f/dF239. Constant yield
(green line) and variable yield (red line) best fits described in the text
are also pictured, as well as predicted yields from the Huber-Mueller
model (blue line), scaled to account for the difference in total yield
�̄f between the data and prediction.

data systematics also providing a non-negligible contribution;
errors arising from assuming linear trends in IBD yield with
F239 (Eq. 4) are negligible. The fit also provides a total
IBD yield �̄f of (5.90 ± 0.13) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission with the
error dominated by uncertainty in the estimation of the ADs’
IBD detection efficiency. This result was then compared to a
constant reactor antineutrino flux model, where d�f/dF239

= 0. This model, depicted by the horizontal green line in
Fig. 2, provides a best fit with �2/NDF = 115/7. The best-fit
d�f/dF239 value is incompatible with this constant flux
model at 10 standard deviations (�).

Observed IBD yields were compared to those predicted
by recent reactor antineutrino models, generated according
to Eqs. 1 and 2. Among many available models [9, 25–27],
235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu antineutrino spectrum per fission pre-
dictions from Huber [3] and 238U predictions from Mueller et.
al [4] were used to enable a direct comparison to the reac-
tor antineutrino anomaly. The predicted total IBD yield �̄f ,
(6.22 ± 0.14) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission, differs from the measured
�̄f by 1.7�. This 5.1% deficit is consistent with previous
measurements reported by Daya Bay [1, 2], as well as with
the ⇠6% deficit observed in global fits of past reactor exper-
iments. The predicted d�f/dF239 from the Huber-Mueller
model, (�2.46± 0.06)⇥ 10�43cm2/fission, is represented in
Fig. 2 after scaling by the 5.1% difference in the predicted and
measured �̄f from this analysis. This predicted d�f/dF239

differs from the measurement by 3.1�, indicating additional
tension between the flux measurements and models beyond
the established differences in total IBD yield �̄f . In particu-
lar, it suggests that the fractional difference between the pre-
dicted and measured antineutrino fluxes may not be the same
for all fission isotopes. If the measured fractional yield deficits
from all isotopes are equal, the ratio of the slope d�f/dF239

to the total yield �̄f will be identical for the measurement and
prediction. These ratios, -0.31 ± 0.03 and -0.39 ± 0.01, re-
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tom panel of Fig. 1. The average effective fission fractions F̄i

for i = (235, 238, 239, 241) for the combined EH1 and EH2
ADs were (0.571,0.076,0.299,0.054).

Uncertainties in the input reactor data will result in system-
atic uncertainties in the measured IBD yields and in the re-
ported F239 values. The thermal power of each reactor was
determined through heat-balance calculations of the reactor
cooling water to a precision of 0.5%, uncorrelated among
cores [2]. Dominant uncertainties in this calculation arise
from limitations in the accuracy of water flow rate measure-
ments. Since these measurement techniques are independent
of the core composition, this uncertainty was treated for a sin-
gle core as fully correlated at all fission fraction values. Fis-
sion fraction uncertainties of �fi/fi=5% were determined by
comparing measurements of isotopic content in spent nuclear
fuel to values obtained by the APOLLO2 reactor modeling
code [2, 22]. As these comparisons do not suggest system-
atic biases in the reported fission fractions for specific burnup
ranges, fission fraction uncertainties were treated as fully cor-
related for all F239.

The fuel evolution analysis is particularly sensitive to de-
tection systematics not fully correlated in time. The stabil-
ity of the ADs’ performance in time has been well demon-
strated [20, 23]. Variations in the detector live time due to
periodic calibrations, maintenance, or data quality were cor-
rected for in the analysis with a negligible impact on sys-
tematic uncertainties. Percent-level yearly time variation in
light collection in the ADs has been corrected for in Daya
Bay’s energy calibration. Residual time variations in recon-
structed energies of order 0.2% had negligible impact on the
observed rate and spectrum variations described below. Time-
independent uncertainties in the IBD detection efficiency
were also included in the analysis; AD-uncorrelated and AD-
correlated efficiency uncertainties are 0.13% and 1.9%, re-
spectively [20].

To examine changes in the observed IBD yield and spec-
trum with reactor fuel evolution, effective fission fractions
F239 were used to group weekly IBD datasets into eight bins
of differing fuel composition, resulting in similar statistics in
each bin. For the F239 bins utilized in this analysis, the ef-
fective fission fractions (F235, F238, F239, F241) vary within
envelopes of width (0.119, 0.001, 0.092, 0.025), as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Each bin’s IBD yield per fission, �f in cm2/fission,
was then calculated based on that bin’s IBD detection rate [2].
Measured IBD yields [24], presented in Fig. 2, show a clear
downward trend with increasing F239.

The data were then fit with a linear function describing the
IBD yield as a function of F239, in terms of the average 239Pu
fission fraction F 239 given above:

�f (F239) = �̄f +
d�f

dF239
(F239 � F 239). (4)

The fit parameters are the total F239-averaged IBD
yield �̄f and the change in yield per unit 239Pu
fission fraction d�f/dF239. This fit determines
d�f/dF239 = (�1.86 ± 0.18) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission
with a �2/NDF of 3.5/6. The statistical errors in �f values
are the leading uncertainty in the measurement, with reactor

FIG. 2. IBD yield per fission, �f , versus effective 239Pu (lower axis)
or 235U (upper axis) fission fraction. Yield measurements (black)
are pictured with bars representing statistical errors, which lead the
uncertainty in the measured evolution, d�f/dF239. Constant yield
(green line) and variable yield (red line) best fits described in the text
are also pictured, as well as predicted yields from the Huber-Mueller
model (blue line), scaled to account for the difference in total yield
�̄f between the data and prediction.

data systematics also providing a non-negligible contribution;
errors arising from assuming linear trends in IBD yield with
F239 (Eq. 4) are negligible. The fit also provides a total
IBD yield �̄f of (5.90 ± 0.13) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission with the
error dominated by uncertainty in the estimation of the ADs’
IBD detection efficiency. This result was then compared to a
constant reactor antineutrino flux model, where d�f/dF239

= 0. This model, depicted by the horizontal green line in
Fig. 2, provides a best fit with �2/NDF = 115/7. The best-fit
d�f/dF239 value is incompatible with this constant flux
model at 10 standard deviations (�).

Observed IBD yields were compared to those predicted
by recent reactor antineutrino models, generated according
to Eqs. 1 and 2. Among many available models [9, 25–27],
235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu antineutrino spectrum per fission pre-
dictions from Huber [3] and 238U predictions from Mueller et.
al [4] were used to enable a direct comparison to the reac-
tor antineutrino anomaly. The predicted total IBD yield �̄f ,
(6.22 ± 0.14) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission, differs from the measured
�̄f by 1.7�. This 5.1% deficit is consistent with previous
measurements reported by Daya Bay [1, 2], as well as with
the ⇠6% deficit observed in global fits of past reactor exper-
iments. The predicted d�f/dF239 from the Huber-Mueller
model, (�2.46± 0.06)⇥ 10�43cm2/fission, is represented in
Fig. 2 after scaling by the 5.1% difference in the predicted and
measured �̄f from this analysis. This predicted d�f/dF239

differs from the measurement by 3.1�, indicating additional
tension between the flux measurements and models beyond
the established differences in total IBD yield �̄f . In particu-
lar, it suggests that the fractional difference between the pre-
dicted and measured antineutrino fluxes may not be the same
for all fission isotopes. If the measured fractional yield deficits
from all isotopes are equal, the ratio of the slope d�f/dF239

to the total yield �̄f will be identical for the measurement and
prediction. These ratios, -0.31 ± 0.03 and -0.39 ± 0.01, re-
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• y235/y239 = 1.36± 0.06
• y235 = 6.32± 0.18 [10�43cm2/fission]
• y239 = 4.66± 0.26 [10�43cm2/fission]

 (f235, f239: fission fractions for 235U, 239Pu)
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Kurchatov Institute
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agreement with the world average of pure 235U
measurements [2]. Our measurement is consistent with
the deviation from the Huber model as shown in Fig. 1.
Including our measurement, the world average is improved
from (0.950! 0.015) to (0.950! 0.013), where again only
experimental uncertainties are considered.
To determine the IBD cross section per fission, we use an

extrapolated Huber spectrum SH"E!# for pure 235U without
corrections for 28Al, 56Mn, and off-equilibrium effects. For
the extrapolation, two independent exponential functions
are fitted in the [2.0, 4.0] and [7.3, 8.0] MeV range,
respectively. We find uncertainties related to the extra-
polation negligible. The corresponding integral

"predf $
Z

10.0 MeV

1.8 MeV
SH"E!#"IBD"E!#dE! "7#

yields a predicted theoretical value fully consistent with the
value of "6.69! 0.15# ! 10!43 cm2=fission from Ref. [52],
which we use in the following. Applying our observed to
predicted ratio, we get "f $ "6.34! 0.06%stat&!
0.15%sys& ! 0.15%model&# ! 10!43 cm2=fission, consistent
with the value in [14].
Analyses of the dependence of the deficit on the core

composition of power reactors [14] have indicated that 235U
may be the main contributor responsible for the RAA. We
extract "f;235 from measurements of "f at power reactors
[3–5,53] as

"f;235 $
"f !

P
x"f238;239;241g""

pred
f;x #x#

#235
; "8#

assuming that other isotopes are within their predictions
"predf;x [52,54]. Taking into account experimental and model
uncertainties, as well as correlations between the "predf;x [54]
and the constraint on the sum of all fission fractions
#x [3–5,53], we find a discrepancy of 2.1 standard
deviations between the average of the power reactors
and the new world average of highly enriched 235U reactors.
This indicates that 235U may not be the only isotope
responsible for the RAA.
The result presented in this Letter demonstrates the

ability of STEREO to achieve an accurate measurement
of the electron antineutrino rate coming from a pure 235U
fuel element. It is consistent with the observed deficit from
the Huber model corresponding to the RAA and is in
agreement with the measured world average. While our
result is already the most precise among all pure 235U
measurements, some improvement is possible as additional
data taking is in progress. Until the end of 2020, a twofold
increase of the dataset is expected, allowing us to reduce
statistical uncertainties and improve the sensitivity of our
systematic studies.
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FIG. 1. Ratios between measured antineutrino yields and the
Huber model predictions of various experiments. The uncertainty
bars represent only experimental uncertainties. The common
model uncertainty of 2.4% is shown as gray band around unity.
Values of other experiments are taken from Refs. [2,14] (and
references therein). For Daya Bay and RENO, we show only the
ratio for the 235U component. The value is taken from a fit, where
isotopic IBD yields of 235U and 239Pu are free, while those of 238U
and 241Pu are constrained to the prediction [14].
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the expected prompt energy spectra contributed from 238U
and 241Pu, and ck(✏) includes contributions from the SNF,
nonlinear nuclides, and backgrounds. The Huber-Mueller
flux model is used to calculate the initial prompt energy
spectrum for the four isotopes. Two sets of free parameters,
⌘5 and ⌘9, are applied to the 26 energy bins correcting the
initial 235U and 239Pu spectra, respectively. As a result, the
individual 235U and 239Pu spectra corrected with the best
fit values of ⌘5 and ⌘9 do not depend on the input of the
initial spectra. For the 238U and 241Pu spectra, nuisance
parameters are incorporated in each energy bin to vary the
initial spectra within their uncertainties. We conservatively
enlarge the uncertainties of the 238U and 241Pu spectra quoted
in the Huber-Mueller model based on the investigations of the
antineutrino spectrum evaluations from nuclear databases [15,
17]. For the 238U spectrum, the uncertainty is 15% in 0.7–
4.5 MeV, 20% in 4.5–6 MeV, 30% in 6–7 MeV, and 60% in
7–8 MeV, and for 241Pu it is 10% in 0.7–7 MeV and 50%
in 7–8 MeV. Additional normalization uncertainties of 15%
and 10% [21] are assigned to the 238U and 241Pu spectra,
respectively.

The time dependence of reactor antineutrino production
and detector response, and their impact on the 235U and
239Pu spectra, are examined. The drift of the energy scale
is controlled to < 0.1% and the relative variation of energy
resolution in the 20 data groups is 3%. Therefore, the detector
energy response [12] is treated as stable with its uncertainty
treated as time independent. The uncertainties of reactor
power and fission fractions are treated as correlated between
the data groups, and treating them as uncorrelated has a
negligible effect in this analysis.

Performing the �2 fit with one energy bin covering the
whole spectrum (0.7–8 MeV), we obtain the IBD yields of
(6.10 ± 0.15) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission and (4.32 ± 0.25) ⇥
10�43 cm2/fission for 235U and 239Pu, respectively, with a
�2/ndf = 88/78. The ratios to the expected IBD yield
from the Huber-Mueller model are 0.920 ± 0.023(exp.) ±
0.021(model) and 0.990 ± 0.057(exp.) ± 0.025(model) for
235U and 239Pu, respectively, consistent with the previous
analysis [21]. Removing the time dependence of the
nonequilibrium effect, SNF, and nonlinear nuclides produces
a shift of less than 0.7% in the IBD yields of 235U and 239Pu.

The top panel of Fig. 2 shows the extracted 235U and
239Pu spectra together with their Huber-Mueller predictions
normalized to the best-fit numbers of events for 235U (0.920)
and 239Pu (0.990), respectively. In the middle panel, the
ratios of the extracted spectra to the corresponding predicted
spectra are shown. An edge around 4 MeV is found in
the 239Pu spectrum compared to the prediction. Analysis
with a different data grouping, or analysis with only EH1
or EH2 data shows a similar edge. In the energy window
of 4–6 MeV, a 7% (9%) excess of events is observed for
235U (239Pu) spectrum compared with the normalized Huber-
Mueller model prediction. A �2 test is performed to quantify
the local discrepancy between the extracted 235U and 239Pu
spectra and their corresponding predicted spectra following

the method in Ref. [12]. As shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 2, the features of the 239Pu in 3–4 MeV show a 1� local
discrepancy. The maximum local discrepancy is 4.0� for the
235U spectrum, and only 1.2� for the 239Pu spectrum because
of larger uncertainties. If the 239Pu spectrum is fixed to have
the same spectral shape discrepancy as the 235U spectrum
in 4–6 MeV, we obtain a change in the �2 value, ��2/ndf
= 4.0/8, corresponding to a 0.2� inconsistency. Thus, the
Daya Bay data indicate an incorrect prediction of the 235U
spectrum, but such a conclusion cannot be drawn for the other
primary fission isotopes. Combining the results of IBD yield
and spectral shape, we deduce that the 8% deficit of 235U IBD
yield is dominated by the deficit in the energy range below
4 MeV with a significance of 4� with respect to the Huber-
Mueller model prediction without normalization.
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FIG. 2. (Top) Comparison of the extracted 235U and 239Pu spectra
and the corresponding Huber-Mueller model predictions with the
normalization factors 0.92 and 0.99, respectively. The error bars
in the data points are the square root of the diagonal terms of the
covariance matrix of the extracted spectra. The error bands are the
uncertainties from the Huber-Mueller model. (Middle) Ratio of the
extracted spectra to the predicted spectra. The 239Pu data points are
displaced for visual clarity of error bars. (Bottom) Local significance
of the shape deviations for the extracted 235U and 239Pu spectra
compared to the model predictions.

The fractional size of the diagonal elements of the
covariance matrix is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3,
which is 4% for 235U and 9% for 239Pu around 3 MeV.
The statistical uncertainty contributes to about 55% (60%)
of the total uncertainty of 235U (239Pu). The uncertainties
from the input 238U and 241Pu spectra and rates contribute
about 35% for both 235U and 239Pu. The other uncertainties
contribute to about 10% (5%) for 235U (239Pu). The
spectral uncertainties of 235U and 239Pu are anticorrelated
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The 235U and 239Pu Isotopic Spectra

Disentangled 235U and 239Pu isotopic spectra from commercial 
reactors obtained through fuel evolution

• Daya Bay - “5 MeV bump” present for both isotopes - less 
statistically prominent (1.2σ) for 239Pu due to large errors

• RENO - No hint of the “bump” for 239Pu
235U isotope spectrum measured at HEU-reactor experiments 
PROSPECT and STEREO

• Both measurements exhibit the bump
Joint analyses DYB+PRO‡ and PRO+STE* with 235U “bump” 
significance of 4.2σ and 2.4σ respectively
Shape anomaly present for both conversion and  
summation predictions (not solved by the Kurchatov 
Institute measurement)
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FIG. 5. (a): The measured prompt energy spectrum of inverse beta
decay events compared to prediction based on the Huber 235U model
combined with contributions from 28Al, 6He, and non-equilibrium
isotopes in the core. The error bars include only statistical uncer-
tainties, while the shaded band includes detector and model uncer-
tainties. (b): Ratio to the Huber model of the measured data and the
best-fit distortion representing the spectral discrepancy observed by
experiments at LEU reactors. (c): The �2 contribution from each bin
and the local p-value of a 1 MeV-wide sliding energy window.

for the observed LEU spectral distortion, which is disfavored
at 2.1�.

With a surface-based, segmented detector, PROSPECT has
produced the highest statistics measurement of 235U ⌫e spec-
trum to date. Despite broad agreement, the Huber 235U model
exhibits a large �2/ndf with respect to the measured spec-
trum. This observed 235U spectrum is consistent with an ad-
hoc model representing the local deviation relative to predic-
tion observed between 5-7 MeV E⌫ at LEU reactors. This is a
statistics-limited measurement and is expected to improve as
more data are collected.
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FIG. 5. (a): The measured prompt energy spectrum of inverse beta
decay events compared to prediction based on the Huber 235U model
combined with contributions from 28Al, 6He, and non-equilibrium
isotopes in the core. The error bars include only statistical uncer-
tainties, while the shaded band includes detector and model uncer-
tainties. (b): Ratio to the Huber model of the measured data and the
best-fit distortion representing the spectral discrepancy observed by
experiments at LEU reactors. (c): The �2 contribution from each bin
and the local p-value of a 1 MeV-wide sliding energy window.

for the observed LEU spectral distortion, which is disfavored
at 2.1�.

With a surface-based, segmented detector, PROSPECT has
produced the highest statistics measurement of 235U ⌫e spec-
trum to date. Despite broad agreement, the Huber 235U model
exhibits a large �2/ndf with respect to the measured spec-
trum. This observed 235U spectrum is consistent with an ad-
hoc model representing the local deviation relative to predic-
tion observed between 5-7 MeV E⌫ at LEU reactors. This is a
statistics-limited measurement and is expected to improve as
more data are collected.
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Figure 13. (Top) Measured IBD yield spectrum along with area-normalized Huber-
Mueller (HM) and Summation model (SM) predictions, including reactor-related
corrections. Data error bars include statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
almost diagonal correlation matrix is displayed. The blue error band on the
HM prediction include theoretical uncertainties from [14] without the normalization
component. (Middle) Ratios to HM prediction. (Bottom) Local p-value quantifying the
significance of deviations from HM for each individual 250 keV bin and for a 1.5 MeV
sliding window (6 consecutive bins).

bump observed by other experiments. Using the same method also allows us to compare
the measured significance of distortions with the above-mentioned publications. The
method consists in adding a free parameter in the �2 for each bin of interest (1 or 6) to
allow the data points to float towards the model: 8j 2 W, Dj ! ↵j Dj. The �2 test is
performed as in eq. (21), treating all ↵ parameters as nuisance, and gives a new best fit
�2
new,W (obviously smaller than the initial one). The ��2

W = �2��2
new,W quantity states
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ation  duration  ensures  that  the  contribution  from  long-
lived fission  fragments  reached  equilibrium.  Other   in-
formation like detector DAQ livetime and detection effi-
ciency, reactor power and working time, survival probab-
ility due to the   driven neutrino oscillation, is all taken
into account in the calculation. A spectral distortion is ob-
served  through  the  whole  energy  region  for  both  the
Huber-Mueller  model  and  the  SM2018 model,  revealing
that  there  are  still  things  missing  in  current  antineutrino
prediction models.

With the finely-binned spectrum more studies can be
carried out.  In the following,  we discuss one example in
detail.

To study the fine structures and evaluate the continu-
ity  of  the  measurement,  a  method following Ref.  [57]  is
used:
 

Ri =
S i

S i+1
, (A3)

S i i
Ri

where   is the number of events in prompt energy bin 
of  the  measurement.  The    from  a  smooth  spectrum
without  fine  structures  (e.g.  Huber-Mueller  model)  was
used  to  compare  with  the  one  from  measurement  based
on the above method to evaluate the continuity.

To avoid the comparison with a smooth model when

Ri =
S i

S i+1

R!i =
S i +S i+2 "2S i+1

S i+1

Fig.  A3.      (color  online)  (a)  Measured  prompt  energy  spectrum  and  the  predictions  from  the  Huber-Mueller  (H-M)  model  and  the
SM2018 model (normalized to the number of measured events). The error bars on the data points (~0.6%) represent the square root of
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix for the measurement, which contains both statistical and systematic uncertainties. (b) Ratio
of  the  normalized  predicted  spectra  and  the  measured  prompt  energy  spectrum.  Red  (blue)  histogram  represents  the  comparison
between  measurement  and  the  Huber-Mueller  (SM2018)  model.  The  error  bars  on  the  data  points  represent  the  uncertainties  from

measurement. (c) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller model (red) and the

SM2018 model (blue). (d) The continuity ( ) of the measurement (black) and predictions from the Huber-Mueller
model (red) and the SM2018 model (blue).
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Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly
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➔ light sterile neutrino mixing not ruled out but greatly weakened 55

Figure 13: The 95% C.L. (dark) and 99% C.L. (light) contours in r235–r239 plane for
integrated rate (red), fuel evolution (purple) and all reactor experiments (black), where
rX is the ratio of the flux predicted/measured for isotope X over its HM prediction.
The result from STEREO [133] is shown in green; the bands represent the 1s (dark)
and 2s (light) regions for one degree of freedom. The orange, blue and cyan ellipses
represent the expectations from the HM, EF and HKSS flux models, respectively; 1s (2s)
is shown in dark (light) shades. The brown bands represent the 1s (dark) and 2s (light)
determination of the 239Pu/235U ratio from the Kurchatov Institute [144, 145]. The black,
dashed line represents the line along which r235 = r239. The triangles represent the best-
fit values for the three fits, and the circles show the central values for the flux models.
Figure and caption adapted from Ref. [7].

fission beta measurements [144] indicates that ILL-measured beta spectrum inputs to the
conversion approach may be largely to blame for IBD yield data-model discrepancies.
Historical reactor decay heat measurements have also been recently investigated towards
this end [303].

Recent measurements of the antineutrino energy spectra at LEU and HEU reactors also
demonstrate discrepancies between data and predictions. As demonstrated in Figure 14,
there is most notably an excess of events observed at approximately 5 MeV which
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Shape Anomaly (“5 MeV bump”)
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Agreement

DiscoveryWe still do 
not know  ➔

With no doubt related to reactor   
emission - not a detector effect not a 
background
Not aware of any explanation with 
new physics* 
Could be caused by an issue with the 
prediction - how/why does it affect 
both methods?

ν̄e

*none the less people think about that as well, e.g. PRD 055045 (2019
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Conclusions

The θ13  mixing angle is measured with stunning precision

• The value set by reactor antineutrino experiments will stand for the foreseeable future

• Crucial input for other experiments e.g. search for CP violation in the lepton sector
Recent measurement of the  reactor   flux and spectrum (including from specific isotopes) shed 
more light on observed anomalies

• Reactor antineutrino anomaly likely caused by the overprediction of the 235U

• Spectral anomaly (“5 MeV” bump) not satisfactorily explained yet
Future analyses and measurements will provide more clues and eventually explanations 
(PROSPECT, JUNO-TAO)

ν̄e
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We will catch him, 
eventually…


